and is a polynomial in Ni. Since J\ is also a polynomial in iV¿ it must commute with
Combining (1) and (2) we have:
where [P, R] is the corresponding partition of Q. Having displayed the m X n matrix A of rank r as a product of the m X r matrix P and the r X n matrix B, which are both of rank r, we have as in [4] (4) A+ = B+P+ = B*iBB*)~\P*P)~1P* therefore (5) and by (3)
A+ = B*iP*PBB*)~1P* A+ = B*iP*AB*)~1P*
The method can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Given A obtain H by Gaussian elimination.
Step 2. From H determine P as follows:
The ith column of P, Pi, i = 1, • • • , r is (7) Pi = Aj if Hj = e¿, 1, n.
Step 3. Calculate P*AB*.
Step A. Invert P*AB*.
Step 5. Calculate A+ using (6).
2. Remarks, (i) From (7) we conclude that in order to obtain P it is unnecessary to keep track of the elementary operations involved in finding H, e.g. [5] .
(ii) Representation (4), as a computational method, was suggested by Greville [4] , Householder [5] and Frame [2] . The novelty of the present paper lies in equation (6) and Step 2 above.
(iii) Like other elimination methods for computing A+, e.g. [1] , the method proposed here depends critically on the correct determination of rank A, e.g. the discussion in [3] .
(iv) The advantage of method (6) over the elimination method of [1] is that here the matrix A*A (or AA*) is not computed. However, other matrix multiplications are involved in this method. 
